
podcast This podcast, produced by the Positive Racial Identity

Development in Early Education (PRIDE) program run

by the University of Pittsburgh, introduces & expands on

many important topics in understanding the effects of

race & racism in children. PRIDE's mission is "helping

Black children understand race and embrace their

ethnicity and heritage."

The mission of Embrace Race is "Let’s Raise a

Generation of Children Who Are Thoughtful, Informed,

and Brave About Race." This website is chock full of

webinars, articles, and resources centering on

parenting kids ages 0-8, but much of the content

extends past that age range. 

webinar

suggested resources

june 2021

keep learning
accurate history

for parents & caregivers

this is a clickable pdf

more great 
resources

learn more about
implicit bias

Watch this Race & Development webinar hosted by

Robyn Gobbel, therapist, and JaeHee M. Chung

Sherman, LCSW. While the content highlights some

experiences that can specifically occur in transracial

adoptive families, the overall content on racial identity

development is universally applicable.

Watch this honest, excellent Vernā Myers TEDx

talk: How to overcome our biases? Walk boldly

toward them" for an introduction to implicit bias

and 3 ways to work towards change in your own

brain.
Then, take an Implicit Bias test.

Learning for Justice produced these excellent videos

as part of their Teaching Hard History curriculum. From

their website: "In these short, streaming films, historians

and scholars explore the undertaught history of African

and Indigenous enslavement, explain critical concepts,

and share recovered narratives that can help students

better understand the individual and collective impact

—and the damaging legacy—of hundreds of years of

American slavery."

The Center for Racial Justice in Education keeps an

updated resource guide full of articles and videos

aimed to help and inspire parents.

https://www.racepride.pitt.edu/in-my-skin-podcast/
https://www.embracerace.org/
https://robyngobbel.com/course/raceanddevelopment/
https://www.learningforjustice.org/frameworks/teaching-hard-history/american-slavery/classroom-videos
https://www.ted.com/talks/verna_myers_how_to_overcome_our_biases_walk_boldly_toward_them?language=en#t-40025
https://centerracialjustice.org/resources/resources-for-talking-about-race-racism-and-racialized-violence-with-kids/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html


books (j fiction
or j graphic)

suggested resources
windows, mirrors, & doors

picture books

july 2021



This month, try to be intentional in discussing different shades of skin that you see in books, shows,
or even around town. You can use some of the suggestions below, or seek out books with "everyday
diversity" where a wide range of human identity is represented. Are there places (in real life, or in
certain books or shows) where you notice skin shades represented in different proportions? You
don't have to have all the answers; the goal is to be able to observe, notice, and discuss. 
Remember, you can use the windows, mirrors & doors analogy, especially when discussing feelings!

j fiction

suggested resources

picture
books

Thirteen-year-old Genesis tries again and
again to lighten her black skin, thinking it
is the root of her family's troubles, before
discovering reasons to love herself as is.

august 2021



suggested resources for kids
september 2021



suggested resources for parents & caregivers

september 2021

this is a clickable pdf

resources that discuss the science of race

articles that address the history of racism

conversation-starters and inspiration for learning & growth

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/issue/april-2018
https://understandingrace.org/RaceAndHumanVariation
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/spring-2019/speaking-up-without-tearing-down
http://newsreel.org/guides/race/whiteadv.htm
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/22/books/review/a-history-of-race-and-racism-in-america-in-24-chapters.html
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/helping-students-develop-empathy-instead-of-sympathy

